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there is a video lesson for this song Intro: Bb F/A Gm7 F Eb Fsus4 F Eb Heart beats fast Bb Colors and promises Gm7 How to Be Brave F/A Eb How Can I Love, when I'm afraid to fall Bb Do watch you stand alone Gm7 F/A Bb Cm7 We are my doubts out of the neo-neo- anyway GM F Step clo______ser Bb F/A myself
died smam up your g7 F F Dear don't be afraid to love you Eb 1000 g F4 F Yes htijenje love you for you Eb Time stands still Bb Beauty in all she is Gm7 I will be a brave F/A Eb I don't give to me iko oduva Bb Sta stands surrender gm7 Every breath F/A Bb Cm7 Every hour has come to this Gm F One step clo______ser
Bb F/A I have died everyday waiting for you Gm7 F Dear don't be fear that I loved you Eb For a thousand years F4 F I'll love you for a thousand more Bb F/A And all along I believed I would find you Gm7 F Time stunned my heart Eb I love you 1000 g F4 F Yes I love you for tisucom visuce (Bb F/A Gm7 F Eb Fsus4 F )
Cm7 Gm F Step clo______ser Cm7 Gm F Step clo______ser Bb F/A yes I die 1000 Gm7 F Dear don't be afraid to love you Eb 1000 g. F4 F I Love you for 1000 BB F/A I, yes I think I'd find you Gm7 F Time gave me your heart Eb I love you 1000 g. F4 F I love you for
tisuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu : GG |
Capo: 0fr | Left-handed C Heart beats fast G Colors and promises Em How to be brave D C How can I love when I fear to fall G But watching you stand alone Em All of my doubt D C Suddenly goes away anyway Em D One step closer G I died every day waiting for Em Darlin's don't befraid I've loved you for a C
Thousand years I'll love you for a D Thousand more C Time stands still G beauty in all she is Em I will be brave D I will not let anything C Take away G What's standing in me Em Every breath, D C Every time it's come close to G yes die 100 I'm not afraid to love you C 1000 g I yes I love you for D.000 g i for my faith I'd
find you Em Time has brought me your heart I've loved for 1,000 years. I'm going to love you for 10,000 C Em D. One step closer to The G I died every day and waited for you, Em Darlin' don't be 10. I love you 1,000 g. I love you for D.000 G. I oduvjek I think em time would have stunned me Your heart I love you C.000
g. I love you for D.000 g. First, pick out tons for your vocal range, and pick out the easiest capo for your chosen tone. More. Install the download extension to change the video tone. Read more Vocal Range Song: F3-C5 Your Vocal Range: Change Read more Thousand Years Easy Piano Tutorial (Christina Perri) In this
simple piano tutorial, you will How to play a song, A Thousand Years Christina Perri. There are two videos to watch. The first consists of right-handed melodies, as well as single notes that need to be played with the left hand. I start by playing both the left and right parts together for you, and then I recognize the notes
that need to be played with your right hand, and then the notes from the left hand. The second video tells you which chords to play. You play chords with your right hand and bass notes with your left. You will come across a lot of slash chords in this thousand years piano tutorial. For example, if you run into an F/A, it
means you're playing F's main chord and playing a note, A in bass. In other words, you can play F major chord with your right hand and play note, A with the left. Go here and learn about my piano lessons. They'll help you play better. How to play a thousand years Christina Perri – Easy Piano Tutorial – Video 1 Here are
notes to be played with your right hand. B♭ B♭ B♭ D C B♭ B♭ B♭ B♭ F E♭ D B♭ G F E♭ D C D A B♭ B♭ B♭ B♭ D C B♭ B♭ B♭ B♭ F E♭ D B♭♭ ♭ G F E♭ D C D D A B♭ G G A B♭ A D F D D D F D D G F C B♭ D F D D F D G F C B♭ B♭ C E♭ D G B♭ B♭ C B♭ C E♭ D F Here's my number one recommendation for learning to play
the piano. Look here. Notes from left hand E♭ E♭ D D D G A B♭ E♭ E♭ D D D G A B♭ C C G B♭ B♭ B ♭ A G G F E♭ E♭ E♭♭ F F F A Thousand Years Piano Tutorial – Chords i bass note – Video 2 Here are the chords to play. B♭ F/A Gm F E♭ B♭/F F (Note: B♭ A F) E♭ B♭/D Gm F/A B♭ E♭ B♭/D GM F/A B♭ Cm Gm F B♭ F/A
Gm F E♭ E♭/F B♭/F F Notes B♭ (B♭ major) su B♭, D and F. Notes F (F major) are F, A and C. The notes GM (G-minor) are G, B♭ and D. Note E♭ (E♭ major) are E♭ G and B♭. Notes cm (C-minor) are C, E♭ and G. I believe you enjoyed learning this thousand years Christina Perri simple piano tutorial for beginners. Keep
practicing. Leave me a comment. Happy birthday. Comments by: Christina Perri ((Intro:)) [Bb-F/A-Gm-F-Eb-F-] ((Verse 1:)) [Eb Bb/D] Heartbeats fast, colors and promises [Gm F/A Bb] How to be brave, How can I love when I'm [Eb Bb/D] afraid to fall but watching you stand alone [Gm F/A Bb Cm-] All of my doubt
suddenly goes away somehow [Gm F-pause] One step closer ((CHORUS:)) [Bb F/A] I have an everyday waiting for you [Gm F] Darling don't be afraid I have loved you [Eb] For a thousand [F] I love for years a thousand more [Eb---] ((Verse 2:)) [Eb Bb/D] Time stands still, beauty in all she is [Gm F/A Bb] I will be brave I
will not let anything [Eb Bb/D] take away what's standing in front of me [Gm F/A Bb Cm-] Every hour has come to this [Gm F-pause] One step (((closer CHORUS:)) [Bb F/A] I have died everyday waiting for Honey, don't be afraid to love you for a thousand years. Another thousand ((Interlude:)) [Bb-F/A-Gm-F-Eb-F-]
((BRIDGE:)) [Cm Gm F] One step closer [Cm Gm F/A] One step closer ((CHORUS:)) [Bb F/A] I died every day waiting for you [Gm F] Dear don't be sure that I loved you [Eb] For 1000 g. [F] I yes I love you for 1000,000 [Bb F/A] I oduvjek believed that htijem you [Gm] Time has stunned my heart [F Eb] I love you 1000
g[F] I love you for jos tisuce ((OUTRO:)) [Eb Bb/D Eb Gm F Eb()] Eb hold()]
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